Braxton County Schools

Security Camera Installation
Walk through Questions
&
Clarifying Answers
November 28, 2017

Vendor Questions
1
Is there a floor
plan that vendors
can use?
2
Are there hot spots
of concern?

3

Do we need to
include switches in
the bid
specifications?

Answers
Yes, the attached floor plan was provided
and utilized during the walk through.
Yes, those were visited and discussed first.
The major areas of concerns are the
gymnasium, commons and eating area of
the cafeteria. Line issues with POS was
not an area of concern, because an adult
staff operator enters student numbers
daily.
Yes, on p. 2 of the RFP…the following is
stated:
The installation will need to include wiring, networking,
aiming, and configuration of all cameras as well as all
other devices or equipment required for the system to
include display monitor(s), switches, wiring, and NVR
and/or server for data storage.
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Does the school
system want
system isolation for
the security
system?
Is there space in
the network room
for the system?
What are the
expectations for
the gym?

Yes, the school system would like a NAT
configuration established for the security
system.

A rack location was identified for both
vendors

We would like quality of video, but have a
limited budget. So facial recognition upon
entrance to the gym with ID identification
once in the gym.
The recording device can be placed in the
Where do you
want the recording server room with ability to access it from
the principal’s office and the BOE.
device?
Please include the cost of a 3 year
What types of
warranty opinions warranty and a 5 year warranty. We would
like annual maintenance and training for
does the county
the system. We would also like the
expect?
manufacturer’s warranty extended to the
school system. We would also like
manuals for the system.
They can be mounted to the midway point
How high can
of the surrounding areas above the
cameras be
commons.
mounted in the
commons?
What areas do we We need coverage of the overhead door
need covered in the both inside and outside. The cameras
should have general identification
welding
capability.
classroom?
General overview with tool room
What coverage is
coverage…we would also like the garage
needed in the
door both inside and outside coverage
building
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construction
room?
12. What is the
expectations of
stairwells?
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What are the
hallway coverage
expectations?
What is the main
spot of concern in
Bottom B?
Do we want
cameras in the
computer labs?
What is the term
that we would like
to retain video
footage?
Where are the
other IDFs?
What are coverage
expectations for
the athletic
complex?
What are viewing
expectations for
the staff?
Is there fiber that
can be used if
needed?

In the main stairwell in Bottom B, we need
coverage for the stairway in general and
cover for the small space that provides the
hiding space for students.
Crossfire effect with identification quality
video footage
The vocational area where multiple
classroom are dismissing can create areas
of concern because of the heavy traffic.
Yes, we would like cameras in the
computer labs with the ability to create no
coverage areas or dead zones.
We would like 30 days of video footage.
We would like all cameras to be motion
activated and at least 10 frames per
second.
Top floor B and C
Entrance and exit identification with
camera coverage in the weight room

The principal should have live/active
viewing capabilities with others having the
ability to review recorded video.
Yes, there is some dark fiber that can be
used. The RFP states on p.2: The installation
will need to include any electrical work to ensure the
signal is properly relaying the signal back to the storage
device.
The installation will need to include wiring, networking,
aiming, and configuration of all cameras as well as all
other devices or equipment required for the system to
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include display monitor(s), switches, wiring, and NVR
and/or server for data storage.
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Questions from Vendor Demonstration
Outdoor coverage was discussed during
Are there
the walk through and it is outline in the
expectations for
outside coverage? RFP. The RFP states on p. 2: The district is

requiring video cameras to be installed in strategic
locations around the exterior to capture the perimeter
of the high school facilities with a focus on school
entrance points.

Note: Additional vendor question submitted following the format of the
RFP on or before the deadline of December 15th will be added by
January 12th.
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